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 Welcome letter from BTPA Chair Ron Barclay-Smith 

Thank you for your interest in becoming the Director of Digital, Data and Technology (DoDDaT) for British 

Transport Police (BTP). This new and exciting role provides a unique opportunity for an IT professional to shape, 

lead and deliver ambitious IT enabled change at BTP, working closely with rail industry partners to leverage each 

other’s digital and data capabilities in the most effective way to deliver a safe and reliable railway. 

BTP’s work is wide reaching and provides a crucial service to all passenger and freight operators, Network Rail, 

their staff and customers across England, Scotland and Wales, as well as policing the London Underground, 

Docklands Light Railway, the Midland Metro Tram System, Croydon Tramlink, Sunderland Metro and Glasgow 

Subway.     

You will be joining BTP at an exciting point in its journey as a modern policing service. The beginning of 2021 saw 

new leadership at BTP in the shape of a new Chief Constable and later in the year, Deputy Chief Constable. Add 

to this a new five-year strategy covering the years 2022-27, along with a significant internal change portfolio and 

the development of Great British Railways, the new guiding mind for the Railway. The conditions for change are in 

place. Technology and intelligent use of data are at the core of this transformation to modernise the organisation 

and deliver an even more efficient and effective police service for the new railway. 

The DoDDaT will need to address the challenging legacy technology landscape at BTP, brought about by 

successive thinking and previous delivery focused heavily in the ‘now’. This role will be responsible for bringing a 

more strategic view to this landscape. Externally, the DoDDaT will need to build strong relationships with industry 

partners, Policing UK and Government leading the shape of digital, data and technology services for the future of 

railway policing, In addition, the DoDDaT has a key role as a director-level executive within the Chief Officer 

Group contributing to cohesive and collaborative leadership at BTP, including cultural change, business planning 

and planned transformation across all corporate and operational areas.   

The ideal candidate will be a visionary leader who can build and motivate teams and successfully navigate a multi 

stakeholder landscape, in order to build meaningful relationships across the rail industry and policing. They will be 

passionate about innovation, change and improving services whilst having credibility and experience in the DDaT 

field. 

I hope you are inspired to take on and shape this challenging and exciting opportunity to be at the heart of 

national policing and rail. If you require any further information or would like an informal discussion, please 

contact Berwick Partners who can make the necessary arrangements. 

 

Ron Barclay-Smith 

Chair 
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Welcome letter from the BTP Chief Constable Lucy D’Orsi 

Thank you for expressing an interest in the position of Director of Digital, Data and Technology for the British 

Transport Police (BTP). BTP is the only national public-facing police Force in Great Britain. This role offers a rare 

opportunity to lead the operational enablement of digital, data and technology in a unique environment across 

both the railway and policing sectors that you won’t find in any other role. 

You would be working for a national organisation which is globally renowned throughout law enforcement and 

transport security, providing a specialist policing service to the millions of people who use the railways of England, 

Wales and Scotland. You would have an opportunity to work across devolved political administrations and within a 

commercial environment to ensure that BTP consistently delivers its ambition of providing an exceptional service 

across Great Britain in order to protect the travelling public, rail staff and critical national infrastructure. 

We tackle a broad spectrum of policing demand, from serious and organised crime investigations to policing 

high-profile incidents and events, safeguarding vulnerable children and adults from harm and tackling disruption to 

the rail network. Everyone who uses the railways for travel, leisure or a place to work deserves to feel safe and 

confident to do so. Our transient community is vast and diverse. We are committed to inspiring public confidence 

through a highly visible and inclusive presence. 

This opportunity comes at a distinctly exciting time for BTP. You would be working closely with me and my Chief 

Officer colleagues to deliver the new Strategy and ‘A Force on the Move’ transformation portfolio. There are 

many challenges ahead and the position would suit an ambitious individual with a drive to challenge, guide and 

innovate. Responsible for designing and delivering strategic change in the DDaT area, this position demands 

transformational leadership in its purist sense; upholding the highest standards whilst empowering others to take 

ownership and responsibility to make our Force better than ever before. 

If you are a committed, enthusiastic and inclusive DDaT leader I would strongly encourage you to consider this 

opportunity and the value you could bring to a world-class organisation, as we transform to keep passengers and 

communities safe, lead and care for our people in partnership with our diverse range of delivery partners. 

 

Lucy D’Orsi 

Chief Constable  
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Introduction to British Transport Police 

The work BTP does is complex, multi-faceted and vitally important, spanning all areas of policing from community 

policing through to armed response and counter terrorism. In fulfilling its statutory purpose to deliver efficient and 

effective policing for the railways in England, Scotland, and Wales, BTP also plays a vitally important role in 

tackling and minimising the disruption caused by incidents on the railway, addressing violent crime, countering 

the terrorist threat, and protecting Britain’s critical railway infrastructure and those who work and travel on it. BTP 

has a significant role in identifying and helping people in crisis, those who are vulnerable or at risk of exploitation 

and responding to the unique risks of the railway in this regard. This significant task, which spans 10,000 miles of track 

and more than 3,000 railway stations and depots, relies on the hard work, dedication and experience of officers 

and staff, based at Headquarters in London and Birmingham, and dispersed across Britain. 

BTP is accountable to BTPA, falling under the remit of the Secretary of State for Transport, rather than either the 

Home Secretary or the Cabinet    Secretary for Justice in Scotland. BTP is substantially funded by the rail industry, 

and it must operate efficiently, delivering a high-quality, responsive service at a cost which delivers recognisable 

value for money for its industry partners. 

This is an exciting period for BTP at the beginning of a new strategy, which sets out its mission as guardians of the 

railway with a clear focus upon safety. The vision is to be a world leading Police Force trusted to provide a safe 

and reliable railway. The Strategy will be delivered through six objectives: 

• Crime prevention and safeguarding to reduce the likelihood of people coming to harm on the railways. 

• Target our efforts to ensure fewer victims of the most serious crime. 

• Innovate and collaborate with our partners to reduce disruption. 

• Build trust and confidence of passengers and rail staff to defeat criminality together. 

• Generate value for money through the exploitation of technology, adapting to meet the future. 

• Build a modern and inclusive Force where our people are well-equipped, well-trained, well-led, well 

cared for and reflect the best of our communities 

The delivery of the new Strategy is supported by ‘A Force on the Move’ transformation portfolio which has seven 

key areas of focus: 

Operations: Transform operations to reduce crime and target the most serious harms, delivering 

neighbourhood policing in a more integrated way. 

People: Enable a modern and inclusive culture, investing in training equipment, and the care 

people need.  

Data: Transform the use of data, drones, and artificial intelligence to identify threats and  

harms, and target how BTP and partners respond. 

Estates: Modernise the estate to ensure that it supports the way BTP want to police and  

work. 

Technology: Modernise technology so that it supports the BTP ambition for data and new  

technologies. 

Value: Ensure how BTP use resources is value for money, and deliver an ambitious programme  

of sustainability. 
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Legitimacy: Build public confidence by deepening professional standards, public engagement  

and how BTP explain their policing and hold it to account.  

Introduction to British Transport Police Authority 

The British Transport Police Authority (BTPA) was formally established under the Railways and Transport Safety 

Act 2003 and is the independent body responsible for ensuring an efficient and effective police force for rail 

operators, their staff and passengers. Its duties and functions are similar to those of the Scottish Police 

Authority or a Police and Crime Commissioner in England and Wales, but it oversees a force that is responsible 

for policing a much wider area – the railways of Great Britain. BTPA is also the employer of all officers and staff. 

 

Background to the Role 

With Data and Technology as explicit streams, and with reach into many of the other areas of change, the 

appointment of a transformational Director of Digital, Data & Technology (DoDDAT) is a key component of 

Force-wide transformation.  

As stated above, BTP have a challenging legacy technology landscape, brought about by successive thinking and 

delivery focused heavily in the ‘now’. The DoDDAT will bring a more strategic view, maintaining a clear focus 

upon operational priorities, but ensuring resources, endeavours and stakeholders are aligned to the attainment of 

the strategic plan.  

In the immediate term, this will see the DoDDAT lead a challenging and diverse programme of work reaching into 

all aspects of operational delivery. This will include projects such as; Dare2Share – an information sharing 

programme with key partners, Digital Case File, Body Worn Video system replacement, real time access and 

exploitation of station CCTV, Geospatial Mobile App, Multi-Agency incident transfer system, Comms Network 

upgrade and Data Centre replacement. 

In the medium term, BTPA has an opportunity to harness the capability of all partners under the new Great British 

Railway umbrella better to achieve security outcomes for the railway. Our new Director will have the chance to 

shape and then deliver that new integrated effort.  

 

  

http://www.spa.police.uk/
http://www.spa.police.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/police-and-crime-commissioners
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The Role 

Purpose: 

The Director of Digital, Data and Technology (DoDDaT) will report to the Chief Constable and join the Chief 

Officer Group to leverage our data, digital and technology capability as a strategic asset to best support the Force 

in its ambitions. The post holder will be responsible for setting up and shaping a new DDaT Directorate, 

developing a high performing team and culture across the function.   

Dimensions: (The key statistics associated with the post)  

Financial – Direct or Non-Direct: Responsible for the leadership and direction of the Technology, Digital Policing 

and Information Management functions, in addition to data science resources. Responsible for governance of the 

departmental budget. 

Staff Responsibilities – Direct or Non-Direct: Direct management of the professional heads and the non-direct 

responsibility for all resources within the DDaT portfolio. 

Any Other Statistical Data: Lead the development and delivery of the comprehensive digital, data and technology 

transformation programme, including horizon scanning and lessons learnt, service, infrastructure and 

organisational reconfiguration. 

Key Responsibilities:  

• Identify and address remaining legacy challenges to bring BTP’s data assets, infrastructure and systems up to 

date in terms of governance, access, and efficiency to deliver more responsive technologies that ensure our 

people are well equipped to protect the public with a consistent and high quality end user experience.  

 

• Manage technology risks actively engaging with cyber security leaders across HMG and Policing UK to 

ensure BTP systems are secure and safe from attack. 

   

• Shaping digital, data and technology services for the future of rail – responsible for developing the Force’s 

digital, data and technology strategies in order to deliver our corporate strategy; responsible for the delivery 

of services which enable this strategy. 

 

• Establish and maintain effective working relationships with stakeholders covering rail industry, Network Rail, 

TfL, passenger groups, rail staff and Policing UK and Government. 

 

• To inspire a step change in our digital and data capability; ensuring that high quality data drives our 

decisions at all levels of the Force, enabling a data led approach to policing the rail network.  

 

• Leading and developing the heads of functions and their senior teams, ensuring strong relationships, 

identification of capability gaps and development areas whilst promoting visibility both within the Directorate 

and outwards across the organisation to maximise visible DDaT grip and leadership. 
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• As a Chief Officer for BTP and directly accountable to the Chief Constable, contribute to the cohesive and 

collaborative leadership at BTP, including an active personal contribution to cultural change, business 

planning and planned transformation across all corporate and operational areas.  

Decision Making: 

Executive level responsibility and decision making will be required. This includes: 

• Force wide strategic direction and decision making, across multiple disciplines and complex areas of 

the business, where there may be ambiguity and various options available, with conflicting priorities.  

• Must consider the wider impact and implications of different options at strategic level, assessing the 

costs, risks and benefits of each.  

• Prepared to make the ultimate decision, even in conditions of ambiguity and uncertainty.  

• Must ensure DDaT resources are aligned to organisational strategic and business plans.  

 

Contact with Others: 

Internal: all members of the Force, in particular Chief Officers Group, Departmental Heads and Senior Officers, 

Employee Support Associations and Staff Associations. 

Key relationships externally: Externally, the Police Authority, Department for Transport, Network Rail, Industry 

DDaT Leads, Home Office, NPCC, College of Policing, other police forces, and third-party suppliers. 

 

The Candidate 

Experience: 

• A track record of leading and delivering digital transformation with proven experience of shaping, 

communicating and executing a strategic vision into deliverable operational plans. 

 

• Resource focus – experience of developing and implementing strategy and planning arrangements to 

ensure the Force’s DDaT capability and capacity is suitable to meet current and future demand 

needs. 

 

• Experience in building high-performing diverse and inclusive teams, establishing and owning key 

performance indicators whilst raising performance levels and developing critical capabilities. 

 

• A strong quality ethic – experience of raising standards, ensuring controls are in place and effectively 

challenging with a view to finding common sense solutions to problems, whilst delivering high quality 

outcomes. 
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Skills: 

• Outstanding communication and influencing skills, with proven ability to build effective relationships 

with diverse groups of stakeholders and capable of flexing your style, to understand and engage with 

different audiences. 

 

• Strategic clarity – experience in setting and implementing organisational vision and mission with a 

focus on long-term capability and all activities directly or indirectly contributing towards the strategy. 

 

• Proven ability to manage several areas of work simultaneously, prioritising and delivering consistently 

to deadlines whilst managing competing requirements. 

 

• Political and business acumen – evidence of well-developed political antennae, a high degree of 

business acumen and a keen eye for risk management. 

Knowledge: 

• Demonstrable knowledge and understanding of Government and industry standards, security issues 

and processes, including being able to apply cyber security, data protection laws and regulations and 

Business Continuity principles. 

 

• Commercial awareness – an appreciation of the commercial imperatives that drive the rail industry 

such that these are supported by operational outcomes whilst demonstrating value for money.   

 

• Governance – an understanding of governance requirements in a public sector organisation, 

including sound financial and risk management. Working within statute and policy and challenging 

non-compliance. 

 

Remuneration and conditions 

The remuneration comprises a salary of c£140k dependent on experience with no additional allowances. 

Benefits include: 

• 30 days leave per annum 

• Police Staff Pension scheme 

This will be a permanent appointment with a 6-month probationary period. 

There will an annual appraisal of the DoDDaT’s performance carried out by the Chief Constable. BTPA does not 

operate any performance-related pay or bonus schemes for chief officer level employees. 

We support agile / flexible working, and the role may at times require out of hours working. 
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How to Apply 

The preferred method of application is online at www.berwickpartners.co.uk/85877, and must include a CV and 

supporting statement explaining how you meet the criteria for this role. We also require a 3-minute video 

application outlining your suitability for the role. 

If you are unable to apply online please email your application to response.manager@berwickpartners.co.uk  

All applications will receive an automated response. 

All candidates are also requested to complete an online Diversity Monitoring Form which will be found at the end 

of the application process.  

For detailed information on how we process your personal data, please review our privacy policy on our website 

https://www.berwickpartners.co.uk/privacy-policy/ 

In line with GDPR, we ask that you do NOT send us any information that can identify children or any of your 

Sensitive Personal Data (racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union 

membership, data concerning health or sex life and sexual orientation, genetic and/or biometric data) in your CV 

and application documentation. Following this notice, any inclusion of your Sensitive Personal Data in your 

CV/application documentation will be understood by us as your express consent to process this information 

going forward. Please also remember to not mention anyone’s information or details (e.g. referees) who have not 

previously agreed to their inclusion. 

 

Timeline 

Closing Date Tuesday 7th June 2022 

Shortlisting Meeting Wednesday 15th June 2022 

Assessment Panels Wednesday 22nd June 2022 

Final Interviews Monday 4th July 2022 

Interviews will be held at a central London venue, to be confirmed. 

 

Appointment Process 

Shortlisted candidates will be asked to participate in an assessment during which they will: 

• Deliver a presentation to a panel of BTP/A stakeholders on a set topic to be provided in advance.   

• Chair a People Panel comprising of six employees who will each have a question around a theme 

which will be shared in advance. 

Full details of these assessments will be provided to shortlisted candidates no later than 16 June.  

The assessments will be followed by a formal panel interview chaired by Ron Barclay-Smith, BTPA Chair alongside 

Lucy D’Orsi, Chief Constable and two further panel members, to be confirmed. 

 

http://www.berwickpartners.co.uk/85877
mailto:response.manager@berwickpartners.co.uk
https://www.berwickpartners.co.uk/privacy-policy/
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Equal opportunities 

BTPA is an equal opportunities employer and is determined to ensure that: 

• The workforce reflects the diverse community which it serves, and that the working environment is free 

from any form of harassment, intimidation, bullying or victimisation; 

• No job applicant or employee is treated more or less favourably on the grounds of gender, sexual 

orientation, age, marital status, race, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origins, creed, religion or 

disability; 

• No job applicant or employee is disadvantaged by conditions or requirements which cannot be justified 

by the requirements of the job. 

 

Pre-employment checks 

The successful candidate will be subject to the satisfactory completion of pre-appointment enquiries including 

management vetting and references before an appointment can be offered formally. The successful candidate will 

be required to sign a contract with BTPA before taking up appointment. 

It is a requirement of the pre-employment checks that you have been resident in the UK for the last five years. 

 

If you have any queries or would like more information in regard to this document, please contact: 

 

Matt Cockbill 

Partner and Head of IT & Digital Leadership 

 

M: + 44 7900 932 891 

Matthew.Cockbill@berwickpartners.co.uk 

 

mailto:Matthew.Cockbill@berwickpartners.co.uk

